High precision measurements of the complex sheet conductivity of superconducting amplitude, but they disappear rapidly as T decreases. We argue that there is a quantum crossover at about 0.94 T C0 , below which classical phase fluctuations are suppressed.
-n s (T)/n s,MF (T) ≈ (2/π) k B T/U 0 (T).
(
n s,MF (T) is the mean-field superfluid density in the absence of phase fluctuations and U 0 (T) ≡ (φ 0 /2π) 2 L -1 (T) ≈ ! 1.027 kΩ L -1 (T) is a characteristic superconducting energy.
Equation (1) correctly describes the T-dependence of the effect of classical phase fluctuations on L -1 (T), as calculated in Refs. [6] [7] [8] . We note that these calculations differ by more than a factor of 10 on the prefactor, i.e., 2/π in Eq. (1) . For a square array of Josephson junctions, the prefactor is ¼.
The preceding discussion neglects the effect of quantum mechanics, which is to suppress phase fluctuations below their classical size. In a single resistively-shunted
Josephson junction, and in arrays of such junctions, quantum mechanics suppresses the noise currents that drive fluctuations in the phase difference across a junction when k B T/! lies below a characteristic "R/L" frequency, ω 0 [12] . The basic idea is that the magnitude of the noise current generated by the resistor is determined by the quantum Nyquist noise formula, and that low frequency noise currents pass through the inductive channel of the junction conductance while high frequency noise currents pass through the resistive channel. Phase fluctuations are reduced below their classical value by a factor,
which is less than unity when k B T < !ω 0 .
The question arises as to whether similar considerations apply to continuous films. Following Ref. [12] , for a continuous film, ω 0 is roughly 1/GL, where G is the quasiparticle sheet conductance, σ 1 d, averaged over frequencies up to 2∆ 0 (T) and wavevectors up to 2π/ξ. Near T C , σ 1 d is only a little bit smaller than in the normal state, and we can approximate 1 . In prior studies this has been implicitly assumed without justification, inasmuch as T C0 was determined by fitting L -1 (T) with a polynomial over a temperature interval lying somewhat below T C , and using the polynomial to extrapolate to L -1 (T C0 ) = 0 [4] . In this letter we present data which justify this ad hoc procedure. Table I . T C for these films is defined as the temperature at which L -1 (T) (defined below)
has its maximum slope. T C0 decreases as the film thickness decreases due to 2D localization effects [14] but the resistivity is nearly independent of film thickness. The sheet resistance at 15K can be well approximated by [14] 
The complex sheet conductance,
measured using a two-coil mutual inductance technique with the drive and pick-up coils located on opposite sides of the film [15] . Data were taken continuously as T was ramped at less than 1 mK/s. Measurements were repeated at several frequencies ranging from center of the film for measurements near T C , and the static magnetic field perpendicular to the film was reduced below 1 mG with a combination of µ-metal shielding and a 30 cm long field-nulling solenoid. Null magnetic field was found by maintaining a fixed sample temperature about 50 mK below T C and sweeping the magnetic field until the sheet impedance was minimized. Measurements were taken with several different drive current amplitudes to ensure that the film response was linear.
Except for very near T C , σ 2 >> σ 1 , and the film's response is purely inductive.
The data presented in this paper represent the highest frequency data, for which L -1 is proportional to the "bare" superfluid density because the inductive impedance of thermally-excited vortices is much smaller than that of the superfluid [16] . We will consider the vortex contribution to L -1 elsewhere.
The inset to 
The main panel of Fig. 1 shows L -1 (T/T C0 )/L -1 (0) vs. T/T C0 for T / T C0 < 0.37 for films A and E as well as the best fits to Eq. (4) (dashed lines) [18] . Note that the vertical scale is greatly expanded near unity. From fits to the data we find that ∆(0) / k B T C0 = 1.89 (0.1) for all films [19] which is consistent with tunneling measurements [20] and with theoretical expectations [21] . The fit to the 500Å thick film data is perfect, but for the 30Å thick film there is a small extra T dependence below 0.2 T C0 which is not predicted by BCS theory. This deviation from BCS theory was observed in all of the films other than film A and grew systematically with decreasing film thickness. As T decreases from T C , L -1 lies below its mean-field value, but it rises rapidly and equals its mean-field value within experimental resolution below 0.85 T C0 [23] . This agrees with the prediction of the quantum crossover in a qualitative manner, with the crossover occurring near T C .
A rigorous quantitative analysis is not possible given the available theory, but we can make an approximate analysis. Based on Eq. (1), we expect phase fluctuations to increase approximately proportional to k B T/U 00 (T), where U 00 (T) 
